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Let LAT be the category of bounded, distributive lattices (with appropriate 
morphism& let TOP be the category of topolo,gical spaces, and consider the ‘pair 
of contravariant functors 
LAT 2 TOP, TOP z LAT 
ns to each lattice L ts spectrum (Stone space) t& and 0 assigns to 
pair form a contravariant adjunction between 
iple A on LAT and a triple C on TOP. In this 
paper we will describe the correspondin ries LAT” and TOP’ of A-algebras 
aA5 
M and WLK of LAT and TOP 
res&xtively, and then showin ical isomorphisms 
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III fact each of FRM, WLK is a reffective sutitegory afits jpamnt category, this 
reflection also induces the triple on the parent category, and the abve isomorphisms 
are then just the standard semantic omparison functors, 
1r1 general such comparison functors are not isomorphisms; the eaence of this 
paper is that for these two particular cases they we isumcwp%sms~ Pn -particular 
we show that each object of the parent category (i.e. LAT or TOP) can be structured 
to form an algebra (of the corresponding triple) in at most one w&y, anckwe dvtscribe 
the t lass of objects which can be so structured. 
The category FRM is just the category of frames (or local lattices), and the fact 
that FRM is just the category of A-al;pbras is probably known to most people 
familiar with frames. The category WLK appears to be new &.hou& s&$I closely 
related categories have been considered recentIy. The obj&ts of WLX. are &actIy 
those spaces which are retracts of spectral spaces, or (in a decent version of the 
terminology of [5]) the compact super-sober spaces. The armws of WLK are a 
suitably restricted class of continuous maps. 
The bulk of the paper is written in three sections. 
in Section 1 we construct and diszuss the properties OjE the contravariant adjunc- 
tion between LAT and TOP, and the corresponding triljles A and X. In particular 
we show this is one of the many examp?es of an adjunction wh&h is induced by 
an object living irr ~a10 categories. In the later part of Sectios 1 we discuss the 
general arrow-theoretic background to our results, and we lay down five conditions 
which guarantee that the extracted subcategory (of LATor TOP) is just the category 
of algebras for the triple on the parent category. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we verify these conditions firstly (in Section 2) for FRM in 
LAT, and then (in Section 3) for WLK in TOP. 
The reader will require a working knowledge of triples, and this can be obtained 
from [ 121 (where they are called monads), For Section 2 a familiarity with the 
concept of a frame will be useful (but not essential), and this can be obtained from 
[ 131. The methods used lean heavily on the Stone space coiistqxtion for lattices, 
This can be found in [l] or [6], but note that here we work entirely in terms of 
characters ather than with prime filters or ideals. Section 3 is almost self contained, 
but some prior knowledge of core-compact spaces (as discussed in [8]) will be 
usefui. 
The problem of describing the category TOP’ was brought o my attention by 
Professor G. C. L. Briimmer. The triple IEI coincidles with the triple (io used in [Z, 
8 5) (a proof of this can be obtained from [2, S;.!!]). I am grateful to Professor 
Briimmer for providing me with a preprint of [Z], and so stimulating my interest 
in this problem. (No further use of [2] will be made.) 
Finally I thank the referee, not only for the usual refereei 
for allowing me eighteen months in which to reflect on this 
Let TOP be the category of tolMogica1 ‘spaces, and let LAT be the category of 
bounded, distributive lattices. Thusr an o!>ject of L,AT is a structure 
a, 4 v 9 091) 
where (L, A, v ) is a distributive lattice with a bottom 0 and a top -1. The amotis 
of TOP are just the continuous functions, and an aT;pow L + M of LA’;\’ is i3 function 
from L to M which preserves the operations A, v an’d the bounds 0,f. For 
convenience we use the words 
‘space’ for object of TOP, 
‘lattice’ for object of LAT, 
‘map’ IFor arrow TOP, 
‘morphism’ for arrow of LAT, 
moreover (except for the final few paragraphs of this section) we reserve certain 
Greek letters (namely 4, & #, E, cl) for TOP-arri>ws, and certain Ronaa~~ letters 
(namely f, h, k, s, m) for LAT-arrows. 
There is a canonical eontravariant adjunction between TOP and LAT which, as 
is often the case, is induced by an object living in the twa categories. (A discussion 
of this ubiquitous phenomenon appears in [7].) Here this object is 2 = (0, 1) which 
we may regard as a lattice (in the obvious way) or as the Sierpinski space where 
the appropriate topology is {0, {f}, 2). For each set A the set A2 of all functions 
A + 2 is a lattice (using the pointwise operations) and a space (usSng the product 
topology). For each space S, TOP(S, 2) is a sublattice of ‘2, and for each lattice 
L, LAT(L, 2) is a subspace of L2. We easily check that this gives us a pair of 
contravariant functors 
TOP-, LAT, LAT+TOP \ 
where both actions on arrows are obtained via composition. 
It is more convenient here to have a less categorical description of these contra- 
variant functors. 
For each space S the elements of TOP(S, 2) are in bijective correspondence with 
the open sets of S, where 
S: 2 corresponds to {x E S: #(K) = 1). 
Thus TOP(S, 2) is essentially the topology OS of S, and this of course is a sublsttice 
of the power set of S. This gives us a contravariant functor 
TOP 2 LAT, S-C&S 
where for each 
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By definition, for eat.! I latttice L, 8 charactet of L &&a;: 
characters p of L are in bijwtive correqxmdence with the prime ideals A of L and 
with the prime filters V of L. These correspondeticxs are givea by 
p(x)=OuxeA 
ywhere x EL. Let 
UL = LAT(L, 2) 
be the set of characters of L. 
For each a E L let 
It is a routine matter to check that {s(a): a EL} is a base for a topology on bc, 
and with this topology trL is just the spectrum (or Stone space) of L, i.e, the set 
of prime idea!s (fi_, p s 1.1. 3~ nrime filtws) with the hull-kernel tapolom. A d&as&m of this 
spacle can be found in [I] or [6]. 
This gives us a contravariant functor 
LAT 5 TOP, L-OL 
where for each morphism L --k A& u-f is the map 
uA!f -5 UL, v-+qfm 
For each lattice L let 
AL = OUL 
so ,l is an endo-functor on LAF, and there is a natural transformation 
given by 
This is just the standard Stone space representation of L as the lattice of ~~rrq?tx% 
open sets cr>f CL. In particular L-+nL is an embedding and each s(a) is wmpact 
open in crL,. (All this can be proved by a few judicious uses of Stone’s eparation 
lemma f6, p. 631.) 
Similarly for eacd space S let 
given by 
We easily check that 6 is continuous and relatively open, and that E[S] is dense 
in 2X Also e is injective exactly when S is 7’& 
It is now straightforward tocheck that LAT(E, OS) and TOP(S, d) are naturally 
isomorphic where 
and 
Thus we may regard 8, u as an adjoint pair, either between LAT and TOPoP or 
between TOP and LAT? IE;I both cases $nit, co-unit) is (s, E). 
NQ~ each adjunction F-G: A- B induces a triple (GF, q, h) on A where q is 
the unit of the adjunction and the mdtiplication clr, is obtained from the co-unit E 
by setting p = QEJ;: So the above construction gives us a triple A = (I”,, s, m) on 
LAT and a triple IE = (X,8, N) on TOP, ?where m and fi are certain natural 
transformations 
If we follow through the standard computations we lind that m, F, can be described 
as follows. 
(m) For each lattice L, V E A2L = OZrL, and p E crL, 
pemW*4pk V 
since m is just the O-image of CL --f, 2hL in LAT. 
(G) For each space S, p is given by 
P-Ps 
since is just the p-image of OS -S, n 
Let A be either of the categories LAT and TOP, and let = ., __ 3;, ,; ! ? ;: ,s / . .I 
T=(T,w4 , , , 
be the triple induced on A. The objects of the associated category. A” of T-a@e.brg 
are certain pairs (A, h) where A is an A-object and h is an A-&rovrr ’ ’ “’ ’ ’ 
: 
TAAA. 
IXe arrows 
(A, HJ -I, (B, k) 
of AT are certain A-arrows 
f 
A-+ B. 
There is a canonically associated adjunction 
(L, ?) : A- AT 
where ‘?’ is the forgetful functor (from AT to A) and the functor L (from A to A*) 
is given by 
LA = VA PA Lf=f. 
“IXs adjunction also induces the triple T on A and in fact is the largestsuch 
x!junctim (in the sense of 112. p. 138, Theorem I]). 
151 each of the two cases under consideration (i.e. A = LAT or A = TOP) VW will 
,kfin~ a certain subcategory B of A and show that B has several properties, the 
r’arst three of which are the following. 
OY : I’he category B is T-sufficient, i.e. for each A-object A and each A-arrow 
; !h~, hruages TA and Tf are, respectively, a B-object and a B-amw. ’ ‘I 
I ?Z) T’i=te unit q is B-epic, i.e. for each A-object A and B-arrows 
if /Yj *- g‘n, th3-F f = q* 
X?, !“:a~ q R-object A is T-retractive, i.e. there is a (unique) B-arrow 
may regard the endo-functor T of A as a functor A+ B. Ah 
crucially depending on (P2)) we can check that this version of 
(6) SA=(A,k), f=f E 
where A is a B-qbject, f is a B-arrow, and h is the B-arrow given by (P3). We willi 
show thart E 3s an isomorphiarn ourd hence B is essentially the category AT o’l 
T-algebras. 
* We mention these deductions from (Pl), (P2) and (P3) simply to put our particular 
results into a general arrow-theoretic perspective. The details of these computations 
can be found in [14], however, they will not be required here for the following two 
lemmas how that we can simply define E by (0. 
Lemma 1.L Let A be a B-object und let h be the B-~rruw given by (P3). Thm the 
square 
T2A& TA 
l% I I h 
commtes, and hence the pcpir (A9 h) is a T-algekz. 
h&f. Consider the diagram 
where, for convenience, we have written ‘q for VA and S for ETA. 
Wow the unit of ram commutes 
and hence 
the square 
commutes, and hence f is an AT-mow (A, h)-* (8, k). 
Proof, This foISa\ws by considering the diagram 
A" 
h 
TA -A 
B -TB -.r..mIYQP ,a 
r) R 
and using a computation simiiar to that of the proof of Lemma 1A 
It is now a straight forward matter to check that 8’ (as defined by (6)) is a functtx 
T and the two comparison triarrgk commutes, TriviaMy ET is. inj 
on objects and faithful (i.e. injective on arrow@, so it W&@S k Bhow th . _ 
o cases under considerationb * ’ * - . c ttt burjective on objects and ftill fi. 
which, in turn, 
S. 
such that ltq = 1~. Moreover any such arrow is”& B-arrow (and 30 is the unique 
We w$i refer to this unique arrow h of the B-object A ass the “htructure %rrrow 
of A. 
(P.5;\. Let A, B be B-objects with T-structure arrows h, k rqxxtiv~~y. Then an 
A A B is a B-arrow if and only if the square 
TA 
?r +TB 
A-8 
f 
commutes. I 
Finally let us put all this tcrgc?hsr in theorem. If the rea&t tru y works through 
rife de&&s of the proof of tkls orem he will see that for t.h d general case the 
logic of the above account is y askew, but for the psrtiei ~r~r cases considered 
here the logicis correct. 
(gitm by (6)) tad B is a refkctive subcategory of A with refkc~m ‘6: 
In Sections 2and 3 we wiU use this result fbt for A = LAT and then for A = TOP. 
2. The cahgwy at A-al#%bras 
By definition a frame (or local lattice) is a complete lattice L such that for each 
a E C and subset B of L the frame distributive law 
ud/B=i/{uAb: beB} 
for instance, eat 
S is 8 frame. Topologies are the 
ere are msrny non-spatial frames ince, 
is a frame. Framt~ are nothing more 
is continuous (or is a frame morphism) if for each subset A of t, 
f WA) = VfPU 
In particular for each map (i.e. TOP-arrow) 
the induced morphism 
is continuorrs. In fact if S is sober then every continuous morphism 0s + UT arises 
from a unique (continuous) map T + S in this way, hence the terminoloa I
This gives us a subcategory FRM of LAT which we show is essentially the 
category LAT” of A-algebras by carrying out the programme described in Section 
1. in particular we will verify properties (PI)-<PS) for A = EAT, B = FRM. 
In order to prove these results we will require almost no knowledge of frames 
apart from the basic definitions given above, however, with arrly such a ~uperfitid 
understanding of frame theory the reader cannot r;xpect .to appreciate fully the 
results. Some i&a of the nature of frame theory can be &aned from@& [9], [13], 
[ 151 and the forthcoming book [f 11. The paper [9] is particularly important and 
the material of [ld, 9 23 is directly relevant o the results proved here. 
We observed above that the image of C (i.e. both the object 4mage and the 
arrow image) lies in FRM. In particular the image of A = C?cr lies in FRM SO, in 
the language of (Pl), FRM is A-sufficient. Thus the tllerification of (Pl) is almost 
a triviality. 
The verification of [PZ) is just as easy. 
Lentlrma 2.1, For each lattice L the embedding 
L-hL 
is FRM-epic (in the sense of (P2)). 
. Consider any pair of frame morphisms ’ 
= gs. Then f, 
and so {since 
e sets s(n) (for 4 6s 
231 
.2. Let A, B be subsets of the complete lattice L such that 
u&U = UWI* 
Tken VA = V&k 
ROOf. mamrkd in Se&ok 1, for each a EA, s(a) is a compact subset of vL. 
Mm s(a) is cove& by s[B] so there are 61,. . . , be e I!3 with 
But then 
so that VA G VB, and a similar argument shows that VB G VA. 
De&&ion 2.3. For each complete lattice L let the function h : AL + L be givm by 
h(U) =vA 
where U E AL and A is any subset of L such that U = Us[A]. This is well defined 
&v Lemma 2.2. 
We can now verify (P3). 
Lemma 2.4. For euch frame L the associated function h : AL + L is a continuous 
morphism and Ias = 1. 
I?rM. Since s(0) =0, s(l) = AL we see that h(0) = O and h(AL) = 1. 
Let % be any subset of AL, for each U E % let A(U) G L be such that W = 
l_&%(U)], and let 
A==U{A(U): UE%}. 
Then 
u* = Usl4 
so that 
) = VA = V{VAW): f/c 42) 
=V{h(U): UE Q)=Vh[ 
NQW consider W, V in AL, let 
1 9 
sets of & such that 
and let 
and so using the frame distr&utive law of E we have 
h(U)hh(V)=h(U’)d/B 
=V(hi:W)hb: beB) 
=j,‘C’=hWnV) 
which shows that h is a continuous morphism. 
Finally for each a E E 
hs(a)=V{a}=a 
which completes the proof. 
This verifies (Pl), (PZ) and (P3), and so, as in Section 1, we have a functor 
FRM -) LAT”, L-(L, h) 
(where h is the A-structure morphism of L given by Definiticq 2.3). This functor 
is clearly injective (on both objects and arrows) so it remains to ve&y its surjectivity. 
The following lemma deals with object suiectivity and, with L+qmaa 2.4, verifies 
(P4). 
Lemma 2.5. For each A-algebra (L, h)? the latth L is a fmtna nd the stwtwe 
morphism h is that given by Definitkw 2.3. 
Proof. Since (L 9 k! is a A-algebra we know that hs = 1. 
Consider any subset A of L, let U = IJs[A] and let b = h(U). Then 
aEA*s(a)CU 
+a=hs(a)<h(U)=h 
so that b is an upper bound for A. ConverseI: if c is any upper bound for A, then 
U c j(c) so that 
b = h(Ujdts(c)=c. 
This shows that b is the supremum af so I; is complete. 
o that !a is the function 
i.e. that H. satisfies the f-r 
so that 
1. * jr* 
hs(a)Ah(U)=h(V). 
I 
&at- hs(a) - a, h(V) = a(B, and 
h(V)=V{a Ab:bd} 
w&h gives the required m&t. 
-FinaMy we verify (P5). 
W 2.6. Let IL, Mbe fmmes with associated structure morphism h, k respectively. 
Tlhen a morphism L L M is continuous if and only if 
h 
AL-L 
Af 
I 
AM k +M 
commutes. 
I’toof. Consider any U E AL and A s L such that U = Us[A]. A simple calculation 
s:hows that 
AfW)=usft4, 
and so 
fhW)=f(VA), kAfW) = VfMl~ 
‘T’hus 
‘W +f(VA) = VfMl 
where, for each well-mmpacted space &, the stru+tte snap ,6) @s a, ~#ih :map 
s 3 S which picks a limit point for each character p &LB& * ” ’ ’ :~ r 
Unlike the catego? FRM it seems that WLJC has,Rat ,been is@ate& pr~&~&~ 
as an interesting category, although many relevant~facts +neqning FK cm be 
found in the literature. In particular the tqology .~Ke&hwell c$qxMt&j t$,&e is 
a continuous lattice, and such spaces have been cons&~& iq.[3, SO,J& -Mire 
generally the book [SJ 1a.m down the fd)undations 03 cotitinuou~ bJat&c&(60t j&t 
continuous topologies), and should be consulted for general background .i&r- 
mation 
The clue to the analy& of well-compacted spaces is the behaviour of limit its 
for such spaces. 
For e.ach space S and p c ZS let A (p) be the set of limit points of the prime Rlter 
of open sets corresponding top. Thus 
where CS is the set of closed sets of S and 3”’ is S -X. Zn particular for each x E S 
where the right hand side refers to the ordering of the points of Z’S given by 
A standard characterization of compactnes:$ is that every maximal filter base 
converges. Using the present notation this can ;$? rephrased as follows, 
Remember now that each p E CS is a character 
and so (since both OS and 2 are frames) we may sixak of the continuous characters 
of S, i.e. those p E XS such that for each 
gSC~i if y 
For each frame L this cheers QIW (i.e. the UYL ows L 4” 2) are in bijective 
,,&.+on&,nce~,&h:t)j e pri&~ k#ea’k “of L The continuous characters of L corres- 
pond to&~~pthbipal &iine*i&ds 66 L, CM equivalently to the Arreducible elements 
of *E (Le. the g&erators of p&&pal prime ideals); ‘Forr a space S the A -irreducible 
elements of OS are just the complements cf.osed irreducible subsets of S. Also S 
is sober exactly when each closed irreducible subset is the closure of a unique point. 
Putting all this together we obtain the’ following well-known result (which for 
instance has been described succinctly in [9, top of p* 8]), 
L~MWB 3.3. (a) Let X be u closed irreducible subset of’ the space S. Then the function 
px : OS + 2 giver! By 
px( U) = 1 f3 X meets CJ 
is u continuous charucter of S and A (p) -r= X. 
(b) Let p be ,I continuous character of the space S. Then! X = h ( p) Cs irreducible 
and p = px. 
(c) A space S is sober if and on/y if S is To and each continuous character of OS 
is princip4zi. 
For open sets U, V of a space S we write V<< U if frBr each open covering % 
of U there is some finite part of ‘34 which covers V: Thus 
V<dJ=+VGU 
and 
tJ e U * U is compact:. 
Followiqg [8] we say a space S is core-compact if for each x E S and U E OS with 
x E U, there is some V E CG’ with x E Vet U. The relation << is known as the way 
low relation and is one of the fundamental ttributes of a continuous lattice. A 
full discussion of core-compactnE:ss can be found 8’1, in particular 
-compact exactly_ when i!s a continuous 1 
pact exactly when it is locally compact. 
ain 942s li
)= I, then A(p) ml 
216 
mf, (i) + (ii). Suppose Va ?J and consider any p o 73 ST*& r&at h.r,P) n V 4; 
Then 
and so there is some WE CS with V SG W and p(W) = 0. In_ ~rWicul@r .p( V)= 0, 
as required. 
(ii) + (i). Suppose (ii) hold nd consider any open coverin ofU.LetAbe 
the ideal of OS generated by o so we must show t&t Vrs A. . r 
If V&A, then (by Stone’s separation 1-a) ther\e is *teotl~e p such *4hqt 
~(V)=l,p[A]={O}.Thefi~tofthesewioh(ii)~vsus.some.W~~~$~that~(~) 
meets W. But then p(W) = 1 (for otherwise h(p) G W’) which leads tp alcontdic- 
tion, since W E A. 
FinaMy let us say a space S is stable if for each open sets Ut, Us, VI, V2 of S 
This gives us the four properties required for the definition of well compactness. 
DefinMsn 3.5 (a) A space S is well compacted if
(i) b’ is compact, 
(ii) 5 is sober, 
(iii) S is core-compact, 
(iv) 5 is stable. 
[b) A map S (6, T between well-compacted spaces is well compacted if for each 
~?rxn sets U, V of T the implication 
This g:;es us the category WLK which we will show is isomorphic to TOP? In 
macular we will show that each well-compacted space *c -structured in a 
1 i9itJUe way. 
we do this it is instructive to look 
er first the cate ry of comp(act, 
QK+ a space S is Faber and re 
= and spectral maps. J&Al that 
if it is compact iand sobe a base of compact open sets 
under finite intersections, spaces are exactly the spaces 
ctra, 4, of lattices t, they are also those spa-s occurring as 
th 1. (The first of these results is essential11 the 
ntation theorem, and the second is a muc 
ult of Hochster.) For a spectral sIpace S we have 
there is a compact open set W with V c_ W s U 
well compacted. For lattices L, M the +ojL 
those maps induced by morphisms L + M, and these are exactly t&e 
spectral maps (by definition). 
These two examples give us two nice, and well- mown, full subcategories of WLK. 
We can now begin the verification of properties (Pl)-(P5). 
By the second of the above examples we know that the image of a (i.e. both 
thq object image and the arrow image) lies in WLK. In particular the image of 
C=oOliesinWLKsot at vv”LK is &sufficient. This verifies (Pl). 
The verification of (P2) is not SO trivial. 
Lemma 3.6. For each space S the map 
is WLK-epic. 
Root, Consider any well-compar:ted space T and well-compacted map 
and let f be the induced frame morphism 
We show first th tforeachpeXSand UEOT 
w&h 
pact, there is some VE OT 
v sin is w 
Thus pf ( V) = I and so, by Lemma 3.4, A (pf) meets U. 
%onversety suppose that A (pfj meets U so there is some V E OT with 
pf(V)=l, v<< U 
and hence, since (B is well compacted 
d’(W~ d’(V). 
Now let 
W=(wEcx:S(W)ct#+(U)} 
so that s[Wj covers 4-(U) and hence there is Some We 3P with +‘(V)rs(W). 
This gives 
f(V)=&+#b’(t~)cECS(W)= w 
so that p(W) = 1 and hence 
o=(Wc_&(u) 
as required to complete the proof of the above equivalence, 
Finally consider any other well-compacted map 
such that & = &. Then 
(#Br- =f = (w- 
SG that for each p E 2S 
4(P)- =A(pf)=$(p)-‘ 
and hence, since T is To9 t# = $ as required. 
Next we must deal with (P3), i.e. the construction of the 
welkxmpacted spaces. To do this we use the followin 
Let s be a compact, core-compact, stub&? 
M ( p! is a cltkd irredwcihle subset of S. 
Letubean n set which meets A(p). Consider any x E A (p)rcs W and any 
VSCW with xe V<< W. Then, since pspx, we have p(V)= 1. Thus if U& UZ are 
ts both of which meet A (p), then there are VI, Vz E OS with 
v1a w, via u2 
and 
Pwln w=piv,)Ap(v~)= I.. 
ut then VI n V$ & A Us so that, by Lemma 3.4, A(p) meets UI n W2, as 
ITX@@d. 
3.8. For each well-compacted space S let the functions 6 : CS -) S be 
here p E X!S This uniquely defines 8 by Lemma 3.7. 
The following lemma verifies (P3). 
3.9. For each well-compacted space S the associated function 8 : CS + S is 
a well-campacrcd map and 8~ = 1. 
Pto~f. Consider first any U E OS. We show that 
e’(u)=U{s(v): ve u) 
SO that e”(v) is open and 8 is contimous. 
Suppose p E @‘( 0) so that x =B!P)E U. Let t’<c U be such that x E V. Then 
p E s(V), for otherwise p(V) = 0 and so x = e(p) E A(p) G V’. Conversely for V c U, 
Lemma 3.4 give8 
pES(V)*h(p)meets W 
* J)(pk u 
=+pEv(U) 
which verifies the required 
xo consider any V, V E OS with V << U. Then for each g E CS 
220 
so that 0: = 1, as required. 
This completes the verification of (Pl), (P2) and (P3), and so sets up the 
comparison functor 
WLK+TOP’, SNS, 8) 
(where, of course, 8 is the structure map of S given by Definition 3.8). We 
this is an isomorphism by verifying (P4) and (PS), 
The following Lemma 3.10 verifies (P4). 
Lemma 3.10. For each C-algebra (S, 8), the space S is well compacted ctnd tke 
structure map 8 is that given by Definition 3.8, 
Paoof, Since (S, 8) is a X-algebra we know that 88 = I. In partid~r 6 is injective 
so S is 7Yo. 
Consider now any U E OS. We show first that 
s(U)‘c(s(U)‘ne[S])-- 
(and so this in fact is an equality). Let p E s(U)’ and consider any V E US with 
p es(V). Then 
p(U)=& p(V)=1 
so that VG U, and so there is some x E V- U. But then 
p,cs(U)‘ne[S]ns(V) 
and so p E (s( U)‘n E[S])- as required. 
Noa for each x E S, 
so that 
)’ n E [S] s tl‘( U)’ 
hence. from above 
is shows that for each p E 
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=a x E e(p)- 
that 
a 3.3(a), S is sober. This al shows that $ is the map given 
Next consider Ly x E U E OS, Since 88 = 1 we have e(x) 
issome VeQSwith 
s(X)ES(V)~i9+(U). 
In particular x E V, and for each p E 229 
p(V)= 1 *@(p)E W *A(p) meets U 
so that V* U. This shows that S is core-compact. 
Finally consider any VI, Us, Vg, VIE OS with 
Then for each p E XS, 
+ A (p) meets both UI and LJ2 
*A(p) mee@ Uj A iY2 
so that, by Lemma 3.4, VI n V2 c< Ui n U2. Thus S is stable and hence S is well 
compacted as required. 
Finally it remai ~4 to verify (PS). 
spaces with ussocialed struc6ure mq2s 
cted if and only if 
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: 
Proof, Suppose first that 4 is well campgmtied, and cm&let tiy 
For each U E OT with #a(p) e W there is somie V e OT with 
particular 8( P)E O’(V) st3 that 
(~4)(p)(WVPC(V)= 1 
and hence, since V e U, (&Zt$)(p) E U. This shows that 
Conversely for each U E OT with (~@tp)(p) E W there is s<lbm~ V E OT with 
In particular 
p4”W) = (W)(P)(V) = 1 
so that,sincebi’(V)<+‘-(U), e(p)~4”(U)which~ivesd)8(p)EUand;hena 
4~wGmb(P)* 
Thus the square commutes. 
Secondi: suppose the sGuare commutes and conside* any WI, V E OT with V * U. 
’ Then for each p r< E?Z 
p4+w= 1*(~4)(PNv)= 1 
so that 4 ‘( V) c t$+( U), and hence 4 is well compacted, as required. 
To finish off this section (and the paper) we give a sketch proof of the following 
characterization f well-compacted spaces. 
Lemma 3.13. (a) The class of well-compacted spaces is clased uader 
for each pair of maps 
where @4 = 1, if T is well compacted, there so is S. 
(b) A space is well compacted if and only if it is a me 
et .y be the structure map of T, a nb 
B 
-9 “‘ 
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b 8~ = 1, and so (by (P4)) B is the structure map of §. 
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